ABSTRACT
This bulletin presents four papers on how to control, manipulate, and predict the readability of printed materials. The first paper describes trends in readability brought about by research tools developed by psychologists and linguists. The second paper explores the effects of word frequency in printed materials on comprehension and concludes that we tend to recognize and understand readily the more frequently used words. Experimental studies which contribute to the improvement of the readability and teaching capacity of preschool books are discussed in the third paper which also illustrates how readable preschool books may be created by exploiting children's love for television and cartoons. The fourth paper is an evaluation of the use of the cloze procedure to determine the suitability of reading materials. Each article is followed by a brief summary and a bibliography. These articles were originally published in the 1967 and 1968 issues of "Elementary English." (NS)
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Introduction

The papers contained in this bulletin address themselves to the question of what makes the language in materials easy or difficult to read. This question is of central importance in the educational process, for much of what a student learns he acquires through his study of written instructional materials. The research which concentrates on finding the answers to this question has traditionally been called readability research.

The chief aim of early readability research was to devise formulas which educators could use to determine if materials were suitable to their students. Because psychological and linguistic theories were as yet poorly developed, the objectives of the early researchers were necessarily limited and pragmatic. That is, they merely sought to devise an easily applied formula which would predict the reading ease of materials. They could make little headway in attempting to find the sources that caused the difficulty.

Modern readability researchers view their task more broadly. They seek to establish scientifically the principles which will permit us not only to predict the difficulty of materials but also to write the materials to have any level of difficulty we choose. Stated another way, instead of just trying to find correlations between the features of language and its difficulty, modern readability researchers seek to analyze the psychological processes involved in language comprehension and composition so that they can understand why those correlations exist. This is not to say, however, that readability researchers have abandoned the use of correlational research techniques. To do so at this stage in the development of our knowledge of readability, would be folly. There are literally thousands of features of language, any number of which might be an important factor in reading ease. As yet, psycholinguistic theory is too crude to permit the a priori exclusion of any of these variables as an important factor. Until such a theory has been constructed, researchers must simultaneously consider a large number of variables. Correlational techniques provide the best available method for doing so.

The point that should be emphasized is that, while modern readability researchers retain some of the techniques used by earlier researchers, they have abandoned much of the purely pragmatic approach which pervaded much of the early research. The ultimate goal of modern correlational research is to construct a theory of readability which will permit us to reduce this area of research to an experimental science, for to be sound a technology of written instruction can be based only on the findings of experiments.

Education stands to gain much from the fact that readability researchers have defined their task more broadly. Out of modern readability research is growing a body of scientific knowledge about the nature of language comprehension and language composition. This knowledge is providing the basis out of which a technology of written instructional materials is growing. This knowledge is providing the basis of a theory of the psychological nature of the processes people utilize in the comprehension and composition of language. With this knowledge it will be possible to make substantial improvements in the curriculum and instruction in reading comprehension and language composition.

The papers contained in this series reflect this newer approach to readability. Their authors analyze their subject matters in much greater detail, base their analyses upon the general bodies of linguistic and psychological theory, and address themselves to the question of how readability may be deliberately controlled and manipulated as well as to how it may be predicted.

John R. Bormuth
Editor
New Developments in Readability Research

Teachers of reading and language arts are avid students of readability research. The objective of readability research is to find out what features of language influence the difficulty children have in learning the knowledge expressed in language. The results provide the specialists with the information they need to tailor instructional materials to fit the reading abilities of their students and with readability formulas by which they can determine if materials already prepared are suitable for their students. Finally, by studying how the many features of language influence comprehension, readability research provides insights into the nature of the comprehension process itself.

Recent Advances. The past few years have seen rapid and somewhat startling developments in readability research. For example, the readability formulas available only three years ago could, at best, predict only 25 to 50 percent of the variation we observe in the difficulties of instructional materials. Today, we have not one but several prototype formulas which are able to predict 85 to 95 percent of the variation. This high level of precision represents an improvement of from 35 to 75 percent over the validities of older readability formulas. The purpose of this paper is to describe the nature and results of some of the recent research and the efforts currently being made to forge our newly gained knowledge into practical educational tools.

Areas of Advancement. Among the most important events leading to the present developments was the publication of two books summarizing the readability research done up to that time. One was by Chall (1958) and the other by Klare (1968). From these books it became clear that future readability research had to concentrate on three problems. First, a more reliable method had to be developed for measuring the difficulty children have in understanding materials. Second, researchers had to develop a real sophistication in linguistics so that they could learn to measure and describe the linguistic features of materials that are really important in affecting comprehension. Third, investigators had to analyze their data in far more detail than they had up to that time. What follows is an account of what resulted when efforts were made to attack each of these problems.

Measurement of Comprehension Difficulty

Problem. Until recently, investigators used multiple choice tests to determine the comprehension difficulties of materials. They made a test over each of the passages they were studying, tested the students after they had read each passage, and then found the mean percentage of questions answered correctly. The test means represented the difficulties of the passages.
This method presented two problems. First, because the test was itself a reading task, the investigator was never quite certain whether his test mean measured the difficulty of the passage or just the difficulty of the test questions. Second, these tests could tell him nothing about how difficult each word, phrase, or sentence in the passage was.

Construction of Cloze Tests. Shortly before Chall and Klare published their books, Taylor (1953) reported his first work with the cloze procedure. The cloze readability procedure can be used to make tests from any passage of written language. To do so, the investigator selects the passage he wishes to study, deletes every fifth word, and replaces the deleted words with underlined blank spaces of a standard length. The test is given to children who have not previously read the passage, and they are instructed to write in each blank the word they think was deleted. Their responses are scored correct when they exactly match the words deleted, but disregard minor misspellings.

Advantages. Cloze readability procedure does not confuse the measurement of passage difficulty by injecting an extraneous reading task into the process. It also has the added advantage that investigators can measure the difficulty of every word, phrase, or sentence in a passage.

Research. The cloze readability procedure drew the attention of readability researchers who set about studying cloze tests to see if they were valid and reliable measures of the comprehension difficulties of passages. Their research has become too extensive to review here, but Bormuth (1967a) and Rankin (1964) have each published detailed analyses of this research. In general, the research showed that cloze readability tests are highly valid and highly reliable measures of the comprehension abilities of students and of the comprehension difficulties of materials.

Description and Measurement of Language

Early researchers felt a need to make their formulas so simple they could be used even by clerks having little technical knowledge of language. For example, to determine the complexity of a word, the analyst either counted its syllables or looked it up to see if it was on a list of words thought to be easy. To determine the grammatical complexity of a sentence, the analyst counted the number of words, and sometimes the number of prepositions, in the sentence. While it was, at that time, important for formulas to be simple, the old formulas vastly over-simplify the rich array of language features that influence its comprehension difficulty. The oversimplification also contributed to the fact that the old formulas were inaccurate.

Vocabulary Complexity. Present investigators are probing more deeply into the question of what makes a word difficult to understand. It is a gross oversimplification to say that the words on some list have been shown to be easier to understand. This leaves us still asking which of a word's many meanings did children understand and why those words are easier for students. What follows is a discussion of some of the features of words currently being investigated.

Word Length. Children have always thought of long words as hard and short words as easy. Researchers have recently rediscovered this fact and begun investigating word length as a variable. Coleman (1961) found that the mean length of the words in passages has a correlation of -.90 with passage difficulty when length is measured either in terms of letters or syllables. Bormuth (1966) found correlations -.76 and -.68, respectively, for the same
measures. The differences in the sizes of the correlations found by Coleman and Bormuth probably resulted only from differences in the variabilities of the passages they studied.

Morphological Complexity. A word is often a complex structure which may be analyzable into a stem and a series of inflectional, derivational, and lexical affixes. This may be an important source of difficulty in understanding words. Coleman (1966) found that passage difficulty had a correlation of -.58 with the mean number of affixes and stems into which the words in a passage can be analyzed and a correlation of the same size with the number of inflectional morphemes. However, it should be noted that this analysis yields almost the same results as counting the number of syllables in words.

Latin Base Syllables. Many of the words in English contain syllables which can be traced back to a Latin origin. Words containing Latin base syllables give the subjective impression of being abstract. Coleman and Aquino (1967) have found that the difficulties of passages have a correlation of -.81 with the proportion of their syllables that had Latin bases.

Abstractness. Although there are almost as many meanings of the word abstractness as there are people who use it, nearly everyone agrees that, whatever it is, it has an influence on the difficulty of a word. Coleman (1966) devised a definition which permitted him to count reliably the proportion of nouns that referred to internal mental states and found that this number had a correlation of -.78 with passage difficulty.

Frequency. It has long been known that the frequency with which a word is used has some influence on the difficulty people have in understanding it. But, frequency was thought to be a weak variable since Lorge (1949) had found only a correlation of .51 between it and difficulty. More recently, Bormuth (1966) has shown that frequency and difficulty have a curvilinear relationship and that, when this fact is taken into account, they have a correlation of .66. Klare (1967) has taken the position that the frequency of a word may directly reflect most of the other characteristics of the word.

Grammatical Complexity. The degree of intricacy of the grammatical relationships between the parts of a sentence has always been considered an important source of the difficulty people have in understanding the sentence. Until recently, the chief means of assessing grammatical complexity consisted of counting the number of words in sentences. Two major objections can be raised to considering sentence length as the sole factor affecting grammatical complexity. First, it forces us to accept the dubious proposition that all sentences containing the same number of words possess the same degree of complexity. Thus, we are asked to believe that the sentence The man saw the boy who found the penny which, was lost has the same degree of complexity as The penny which the boy whom the man saw found was lost. Second, the number of words in a sentence does not measure a natural unit of language. We cannot simply add or chop off a few words to make the sentence more or less complex. Making a sentence more complex may or may not increase the number of words it contains; and increasing the number of words it contains may or may not increase the complexity of a sentence.

The grammatical complexity of a sentence actually results from the grammatical structure of the sentence. Consequently, modern researchers are investigating measures of grammatical complexity based on the grammatical structures of sentences. Their approach is firmly supported by the
experiments performed by Martin (1966) and Johnson (1966a, 1966b) which demonstrate that people utilize the phrase structure of sentences as they process the sentences.

Syntactic Depth. Yngve (1960) developed an analysis which obtains the number of grammatical facts a reader must temporarily hold in his memory as he reads a sentence. Presumably, the more grammatical facts the reader must hold in his memory at any one time as he reads a sentence the more likely he is to forget one of those facts and the more likely he is to fail to comprehend some aspect of the sentence. Martin (1966) has shown that people's responses to sentences are closely related to the depth measures of the sentences. Bormuth (1966) found a correlation of -.55 between depth and passage difficulty. Further, he found that the effects produced by depth were independent of those produced by sentence length.

Modifier Distance. A variation on the depth measure was developed by Bormuth (1967) and is being investigated by him and by Coleman and Aquino (1967). This variable measures the number of words occurring between a word or phrase and the word or phrase it modifies. If the theory that the longer a grammatical fact is held in memory, the more likely it is that it will be forgotten, Preliminary results indicate that there is a correlation of .80 and .90 between this feature and passage difficulty.

Transformational Complexity. A sentence such as The little boy ran may be represented as resulting from a transformation which embedded the kernel sentence The boy was little into the kernel sentence The boy ran. Crovitzky (1965) has argued that to interpret a sentence people must transform a sentence back into its kernel sentences.

An interesting aspect of the transformation analysis is the fact that it can be used to measure what early researchers referred to subjectively as being the idea density of materials. Coleman (1966) found that the proportion of words that were derived by nominalizing verbs and adjectives had correlations of .56 and -.57, respectively, with passage difficulty. Many parts of speech represent transformations, also. Bormuth (1966) found that counts of the various parts of speech exhibited correlations as high as .81 with passage difficulty. For his current studies, Bormuth (1967b) has developed an inventory of what seems to be all the transformations found in English and is studying the effects of each transformation on difficulty.

Controlled Variables. Modern researchers are looking beyond the word and the sentence to find the features of language that operate over longer segments of text to influence comprehension. Rosenberg (1966) found indications that passages containing words which people tend to associate with each other are easier to recall. Coleman and Aquino (1967) are finding that anaphora analyses yield variables that predict passage difficulty. Anaphora are words or phrases which refer back to an earlier word or phrase in a passage. The use of anaphora indicates the extent to which a passage deals in depth with a single topic. Since the work in this area is only beginning, it is still too early to predict its outcomes, but, it seems likely that gains in this area will have great value in increasing our ability to predict and control passage difficulty.

Readability Formulas

Early investigators had to defer the investigation of many important problems until research in other disciplines had made tools available for studying those problems.
As may be seen from the preceding discussion, linguistic research provided readabilty researchers with new and powerful tools for analyzing language. Similarly, research tools became available for studying the problems involved in designing readability formulas. As a result, we have now learned enough to design much sounder readability formulas.

Readability and Reading Ability. A problem long troubling researchers was the question of whether the features that influence readability for all readers also influence the readability of materials for more able readers. If the same features of language influence readability for both and by the same amount, then a single and fairly simple formula can be used to predict readability for all students, regardless of their level of accomplishment in reading. But if different features influence difficulty for students of differing levels of reading achievement or if the same features influence difficulty by different amounts, then we must develop more complex and materially different kinds of formulas. Bormuth (1966) studied this problem and found that regardless of the person's reading ability, the same features of language that caused difficulty for him caused the same amount of difficulty for others.

This fact was doubly interesting because some people held that only teachers of young children had to concern themselves with the readability of instructional materials. It can now be said that language has just as strong an influence on what adults are able to learn from materials as it does on what children are able to learn.

Shapes of the Relationships. A second question was whether or not the relationship between language variables and the difficulty of that language was linear. For example, is the difference in difficulty between two and three syllable words as great as the difference in difficulty between seven and eight syllable words? If not, the simple correlation techniques used by early researchers yield misleading results. Bormuth (1966) found that many of the relationships showed varying degrees of curvature. For example, adding another syllable to a one syllable word increases its difficulty far more than adding another syllable to a seven syllable word. The same is true of many other features. Interestingly, it was the variables most frequently used in the old formulas that showed the greatest amount of curvature. Hence, future readability formulas must include appropriate transformations of measurements taken of these features.

Form of the Formulas. The old readability formulas were presented in the form of what is called a multiple variable, linear equation. These equations have a characteristic that makes them unsuitable for use as readability prediction formulas. To use them we must assume that any correlation observed between two variables, say sentence length and word length, must always exist and that it must be of the magnitude observed in the original research. This simply is not true of the language features used in most formulas. For example, it is a simple matter to write long or short sentences using words of any length we choose. The result is that the old formulas yield misleading results whenever the correlation is anything other than the correlation the formulas assume. Most future readability formulas will probably be designed to provide a profile of the level of difficulty represented by each of the language features in a passage.

Summary

Readability researchers have made rapid strides in the past few years, increasing
the accuracy of readability formulas by as much as 75 percent. The reason lies largely in the fact that researchers in several disciplines have developed research tools which have aided greatly the study of readability. Psychologists have developed the cloze procedure into an accurate and reliable method of measuring language difficulty. Linguists have developed descriptions of various features of language and these descriptive devices have been further adapted into powerful new techniques for measuring the features of language that influence comprehension difficulty. Finally, advances in our understanding of the mathematics used in our analyses have led to improved designs for readability formulas. The result of these advances is that, within a year or two, educators will have placed in their hands powerful new tools for determining if instructional materials are suitable for use with their students. Of greater long range importance, we will gain much more insight into the comprehension processes and into the processes by which language may be made more understandable.

References
The Role of Word Frequency in Readability*

Over the years many hundreds of language variables have been found to be predictively related to readability. These have even included such seemingly unlikely ones as percentage of words beginning with 'w', 'h', 'b', 't', and 'e'. Furthermore, those mentioned in the recent analyses of Bormuth (3) and Coleman (10) indicate that the number of such variables is probably limited more by the linguist's resourcefulness in quantifying new characteristics of language than by anything else. One who wishes to understand and control readability is therefore faced with the problem of making sense of this profusion of variables.

One way to avoid having to deal with such an unmanageable number is to combine the several most highly predictive. This is what the developers of readability formulas have done. The common procedure, of course, has been to start with the most predictive variable, then add the next most predictive, etc., in a regression equation. Though formulas with eight or more variables have been put together in this way, most formulas have been limited to two or three variables. The reason is simple enough, beyond this point the amount of predictive accuracy added becomes very small compared with the amount of additional work needed for formula application.

Word difficulty and sentence difficulty

A look at the two variables most often used in formulas indicates that they are (1) some aspect of word difficulty, usually frequency, and (2) some aspect of sentence difficulty, usually length. Of the 31 formulas published up to 1960 [see Klaré (31)], 17 use a word-count factor directly and most others a related factor (e.g., word length). Similarly, 12 use a sentence-length factor directly and many others use it indirectly (e.g., proportion of simple sentences in the sample sentences). Two factor analyses of the Gray and Leary matrix (21) of readability variables indicate essentially the same two factors to be the most important. Brinon and Danielson (5) found that a "vocabulary" factor accounted for the greatest variance and a "sentence" factor the next greatest. Stulorow and Newman (51) found that "relative difficulty of words" accounted for 34 percent and "relative sentence difficulty" 20 percent of the total variance of 93 percent contributed by the top ten factors they found. (None of the remaining ten accounted for more than 8 percent of the variance, and no others were therefore interpreted.)

No attempt will be made here to examine in detail both word and sentence factors. Attention will be restricted to words, and in particular to word frequency, not only because it has been more predictive but...
also because studies of its effect provide a better understanding of readability. Included implicitly with frequency, however, will be the sub-concept of “familiarity,” as determined, for example, by Dale (12) and used in his formula with Chall. As shown by Noble (44), rated familiarity is determined almost uniquely by frequency (to the extent of an index of relationship of .998 in his work).

Some values of word frequency

This first importance of word frequency is not so surprising when viewed in the light of language usage. It has long been known that humans do not use different words equally often, even in the long run. Instead, some words are repeated very frequently and others used very infrequently. The extent of the repetition, however, is much greater than is usually realized. For example, French, Carter, and Koenig (13) have reported that the 100 most frequent words made up 75 percent of the total of approximately 80,000 words in 500 telephone conversations. Coleman (11) has found that in speech the 100 most frequent words make up approximately 49 percent of the total. It has been found that though speech contains somewhat more repetition than writing, the same tendency does indeed hold. Wendell Johnson (29) has collected a large body of data on this entire phenomenon; following the philosopher Charles Peirce, he has also recommended the use of “types” for the number of different words in a passage and of “tokens” for the total number of words. One of Johnson’s students, Mary Mann, found that 25 percent of the total of 67,200 tokens used by 24 university freshmen in writing their life stories consisted of only 10 types (the, I, and, to, was, my, in, of, a; and it).

G. K. Zipf (60) has, in fact, found the same general trend for many different language situations, as has E. L. Thorndike (55), among others. Zipf has referred to this phenomenon as “equilibrium,” and has attempted to quantify it in the “standard curve” of English words. He has also attempted to explain it in terms of what he called the “Principle of Least Effort,” which he saw operating in human behavior other than language. The principle refers, briefly, to minimizing the “probable average rate of work” required to reach a goal (i.e., send a particular message). Others (e.g., Mandelbrot) have suggested modifications of Zipf’s work, but the basic notion of humans minimizing the energy they use when communicating remains a central feature of language usage and one of the presumed bases for frequency findings.

A closely related aspect also deserves comment: the tendency for words to become shorter as they are used more frequently. Zipf is usually credited with first having shown this relationship, arriving at it from the observation that words become shorter with length of time in the language (time and usage being themselves correlated). Dramatic examples can be seen in the reduction of “television” to “video” to “TV” (or “television” to “telly” in Great Britain), “horseless carriages” to “car”; or the reductions of agency names to letter abbreviations such as NRA or WPA in the alphabet days of the Thirties.

What Zipf showed was that this process occurred, in somewhat less dramatic fashion perhaps, with most words. In the process he gave this frequency-shortening principle its clearest and most detailed statement. Actually, like many another scientific observation, it was made earlier and simply went unnoticed by most writers. Mata V. Bear (1), in an unpublished Master’s thesis eight years earlier at the University of Chicago, found a close correlation between word length and frequency of usage. Furthermore, this prin-
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Word frequency as a variable

It is not surprising, then, to find word frequency appearing as a variable in some way in most attempts at readability measurement. What is surprising is that relatively little attention has been paid to a closer examination of how word frequency affects readability. It appears possible, however, to gain at least a somewhat better understanding by examining the many recent experiments which have yielded behavioral correlates of word frequency. The remainder of this paper will be concerned with such studies. No attempt has been made to provide a complete review of vocabulary studies. [a good reference here is Dale and Razik (13); word lists and frequency counts [see Fries and Traver (16) and Bongers (2)]; or even all studies providing behavioral correlates of frequency [Brown (6) reviews studies relating frequency to recognition threshold up to about the end of 1959, and Goss (19) covers studies relating frequency to paired associate learning].

Attention, then, has been focused on those studies that can provide some help in understanding how and why word frequency is related to readability. Before this question can be meaningfully examined, however, a clear picture is needed of just what is meant by "readability." A review of the many validity studies of readability formulas [see Klare (31)] indicates that the readability of a passage or text can be operationally defined in terms of the following.

1. Efficiency of reading. The two variables most often used to measure ef-
ficiency are average number of words read per minute (or per second) and average number of words read per visual fixation (or its converse, average number of fixations per word).

2. Reader judgment. This is sometimes measured directly by asking readers to rate or rank from two to a large number of passages in terms of readability or preference; sometimes it is measured indirectly by determining the readership of two or more alternative versions of a passage or article.

3. Comprehension and learning. This is most often measured by means of comprehension tests of the typical multiple-choice type, but the "cloze" procedure has come to be used recently. [This latter method usually requires that subjects fill in correctly the blank spaces substituted for every fifth word of a passage; see Taylor (53).] In addition to comprehension tests, measures of amount learned (or immediate retention) and amount retained (or delayed retention) have also been used.

Frequency and reading efficiency

With this background in mind, examination of the behavioral correlates of frequency as related to readability can be undertaken. First, the reading efficiency aspect of readability. A relevant series of studies is that concerned with the effects of word frequency upon tachistoscopic measurement of recognition and report, which is very similar to measurement of reading speed. These were precipitated by a controversy over the relative ease of recognition of neutral versus emotionally disturbing words. The nature of perceptual defense itself is not of concern here, but the behavioral correlates of frequency thus initiated are. This latter topic will therefore be the focus of attention.

Familiarity and recognition

The probable relationship of familiarity of words to recognition and reaction were
not completely unknown prior to this time. Bruner and Postman, in their earlier study, indicated that the familiarity to subjects of some of the words they used may have been a factor along with perceptual defense. But about this time Solomon and Howes were engaged in studies which clearly demonstrated the relationship of frequency of occurrence of words in English usage to recognition threshold. In one study [Howes and Solomon (23)], 75 words differing in Thorndike-Lorge frequency count were presented tachistoscopically. It was found that visual duration threshold was an approximately linear function of the logarithm of the relative frequency with which a word occurs in print. The authors found product-moment correlations between the two variables ranging from -.68 to -.75, the negative values indicating that high frequency words have a low threshold and low frequency words a high threshold. Many subsequent investigators have verified this close inverse relationship between word-count frequency and threshold.

Use of an estimate of language frequency such as the Thorndike-Lorge tables provide cannot, of course, accurately indicate the frequency with which a given subject (reader) will have seen a given word. Solomon and Postman (30) therefore used experimentally controlled frequencies of exposures (occurrences) ranging from 1 to 25 with pronounceable nonsense words as stimuli. Recognition thresholds once again varied inversely with frequency of prior usage. Many other investigators reported similar results. The better control made possible by using experimentally produced frequency rather than the less precise estimate based on samples of language, such as the Thorndike-Lorge tables provide, can be seen in a study by King-Ellison and Jenkins (30). These authors reported the extreme correlation of -.90 between tachistoscopic exposure time and the logarithm of frequency.

These studies clearly suggest that word frequency, by its effect on visual recognition threshold, can increase reading efficiency through more rapid word recognition. Exactly how this effect on recognition threshold is produced, however, became the subject of a new controversy. It was first clearly stated in the work of Goldiamond and Hawkins (18). The presumption in the studies up to that point was generally that increased frequency aided visual perception. Goldiamond and Hawkins, however, demonstrated that it affected response probability or response bias. They used nonsense syllables with frequencies built up experimentally in the manner of Solomon. Instead of presenting these syllables in the tachistoscope for recognition, however, they presented no verbal stimuli at all. Their subjects were not aware of this, having been told that the stimuli were present but below threshold, and when asked to respond they naturally gave nonsense syllables. The relationship between the logarithm of frequency of presentation and "recognition threshold," however, was of the same order as that found when stimuli had been presented, as in the studies cited above.

Goldiamond and Hawkins' work initiated a new set of studies designed to resolve the visual perception versus response probability (or bias) explanations. Conflicting results were found, some favoring a perceptual and some a response explanation, and some both. Perhaps the best conclusion that can be drawn is that of Zajonc and Nieuwenhuyse (58): response bias can be clearly demonstrated when no stimuli are present, but when they are present and when a stringent recognition criterion is employed, response bias plays a negligible role. Put another way, it might be said that frequency of occurrence of words can have...
both effects, depending upon the “reading” circumstances. Each of these might be seen in the reading efficiency aspect of readability, as discussed below.

Readability as Efficiency

Cherry (8) has suggested that a reader hypothesizes what he will see in an immediately forthcoming fixation on the basis of what he has seen in the immediately preceding fixations. Thus, frequency of occurrence of groups of words in such phrases as “of the . . .” or “by means of the . . .” would provide an occasion for response bias to occur. That is, when a reader sees the first word of such a phrase, he is likely to expect the second and would doubtless respond with it if asked to hypothesize what it might be. In fact, it has been shown in studies of cloze procedure and of “predictability” (Rubenstein and Aborn (49)) that such response bias can indeed occur.

In the former studies, subjects were (usually) asked to fill in every fifth word deleted from a text (as indicated earlier), in the latter, subjects were asked to predict each successive word of a text. The high probability of correct response, that was found is doubtless a function of many factors, such as syntactic rules and familiarity with the topic, but frequency also clearly plays a part. While it is uncommon for a reader actually to find words deleted from his text (as in these studies), it is not so uncommon for the similar situation in which his attention wanders or in which a word is written or printed unclearly. It is in such instances that response bias, as a correlate of frequency, may contribute to readability.

Frequency may also contribute to readability when words are present and are clearly seen by the reader. The way in which this effect may occur is related to the early finding (historically) that words are perceived as patterns. It seems quite clear that, as Bricker and Chapanis (4) have stated, recognition of complex stimulus patterns such as words is not all-or-none. As exposure values increase, partial perceptions of increasing degrees of completeness and accuracy occur, and eventually a subject reports a stimulus correctly.

The effect of frequency in this situation can be seen in a study by Haseley (22). He tested Klare’s hypothesis that the amount (percentage) of a verbal stimulus necessary for recognition would be a function of its frequency of occurrence. He used a “word mutilator” with a mask to successively expose portions of English words of differing Thorndike-Lorge frequencies and words of differing experimentally-created frequencies. He found a relationship between the logarithm of frequency and the percentage of a word necessary for recognition that was especially clear-cut in the case of the nonsense words.

Word frequency has another related effect on reading efficiency. As indicated earlier, it has been shown that words tend to become shortened with increased time and usage in a language. This in turn affects efficiency through the fact that shorter words have a lower recognition threshold than longer words (see McGinnies, Comer, and Lacey (41) or Newbigging and Hay (43)).

Visual fixations and readability

This tendency appears to play a part in the finding of Klare, Shuford, and Nichols

2After this paper was written an article by D. E. Broadbent, “Word-frequency Effect and Response Bias,” appeared [Psychological Review, 74 (January, 1967) 1-15]. In it, the author argues that a response bias hypothesis is sufficient to explain the results of the available studies. He believes that common (frequent) words are perceived more readily than uncommon because of a prior bias in favor of the common words, which combines with sensory evidence favoring the objectively correct word. As can be seen, this is more a re-definition of “response bias” than a disagreement with the two-effect explanation suggested here.
that the measures of number of words read per visual fixation and number of words read per second are both significantly increased in more readable as opposed to less readable material. A subsequent study (unpublished) was made to determine whether or not the above effects were due entirely to the fact that the average word length was shorter in the more readable than the less readable version. In this study, added white space was placed between the words in the more readable version so that it occupied the same total linear space as the less readable version. It was found that while the number of words read per fixation no longer differed significantly, the number of words read per second still showed a significant difference favoring the more readable version. Thus the fact that frequency of usage tends to produce shortened words can be seen to play a part, at least indirectly, as the fixation measure of efficiency is concerned. But as the reading speed measure shows, this is not the only part played by frequency, of two words of equal length, the more frequent will still tend to be reported first.

To summarize the effects of frequency of occurrence of words upon the reading efficiency aspect of readability, the following may be said. The frequency of occurrence of the words used is probably a major factor in affecting both words read per fixation and per second in both text material. As frequency is increased, increases in reading efficiency are produced. The limits of this effect are not known, although studies of frequency and of practice effect suggest it is probably asymptotic, with the greatest effect produced by increasing the frequency of low-frequency rather than high-frequency words. Nor is it clear whether the result is due to response bias or perceptual limitation, although both appear likely under certain reading circumstances. Frequency plays a further role through its relationship with word length, since shorter words have a lower threshold than longer (and since less of a frequent word need be seen for recognition to take place).

Frequency and preference

Since word frequency clearly appears to play a part in the reading efficiency aspect of readability, does it also play a part in the acceptability of (preference for) more readable as opposed to less readable material? Relevant data here are much less numerous than in the case of reading efficiency. A number of studies have shown that readers prefer a more readable to a less readable version of a passage, but few studies suggest the extent to which this may be due to word frequency. Studies by Swanson (52) and Ludwig (38), however, showed greater readership for text versions with shorter or easier words versus versions with longer or harder words. A study by Klar, Mabry, and Gustafson (33) showing a close relationship between judgments of versions as “easy to read” and as “pleasant to read” (tetrachoric correlations ranging from .56 to .97) also suggests that such preferences may be based upon word frequency (through its effect upon reading efficiency).

A series of studies by Ronald Johnson and his associates lends some support to this hypothesis as well as suggests a more direct relationship between frequency and preference. Johnson, Thompson, and Fruwe (28, found that greater frequency of occurrence of English words was related to increased “goodness” on the semantic differential (to the extent of a correlation of .63). Rated goodness, in turn, was related to visual duration threshold (and thus, presumably, to reading efficiency). These authors found, further, that manipulation of the frequency of nonsense
words produced a systematic variation in their rated goodness. Frincke and Johnson (17) also found that the relation between frequency and goodness persisted even when pronunciability was held constant through the use of homophones. In subsequent studies, Johnson, Frincke, and Martin (27) and Johnson, Weiss, and Zelhart (26) found goodness related to meaningfulness, and in the first study once more found goodness related to visual duration threshold. Newbigging (42) similarly found "bad" words on the semantic differential to have higher thresholds than "good" or "neutral" words.

In summary, the effects of frequency of occurrence of words upon preference for a more readable version appears to result from one or the other of two possible effects, or from both. First, the frequency of occurrence of a word is related to its rated goodness, thus producing a possible direct effect upon preference. Second, the rated goodness of a word is related to its visual duration threshold, thus producing a possible indirect effect upon preference by affecting the reading ease of a text, since ease and preference are themselves related.

**Frequency and comprehension**

The evidence thus indicates that frequency of occurrence of words affects both the reading ease and preference aspect of readability. Does this variable also affect the comprehension and learning aspect of readability? As for comprehension, it was precisely because educational experience indicated that more common words were more comprehensible that the first word frequency studies were made. As a corollary to, and refinement of, their counts of word frequency, Lorge and Thorndike (37) extended this work to counts of the frequency of word meanings (dictionary meanings). Once again, the purpose was to help teachers and textbook writers avoid undesirable rarities of word meanings (and thus increase comprehensibility) in their writing and speaking.

Lorge and Thorndike began their count of word meanings by excluding the 500 most frequent words. They soon discovered, however, that the most common words have the largest variety of meanings, and therefore included them: in fact, their count of these words has been separately published and is perhaps its most useful outcome (35).

Both Zipf (59) and Thorndike (54) have pointed out that the number of dictionary meanings of a word is related to its frequency of occurrence and to its age in the language (presumably an index of frequency). It is logical to ask at this point whether or not the existence of a large number of meanings might not cause interference, thus rendering the more frequent words less comprehensible. As this writer has pointed out elsewhere, a hierarchy of frequencies exists among the various dictionary meanings of a word in the semantic count. Thus, use of a highly frequent word will most often tend to involve use of a highly frequent, and presumably comprehensible, meaning.

**Frequency and learning**

On the question of whether word frequency will clearly affect the learning of written material in much the same way it affects comprehensibility there is somewhat contradictory information. Noble has made a series of studies of the relationship of word frequency, familiarity, and meaning. He has measured meaning both as number of synonyms subjects can give to a word (45), which is similar to the Lorge-Thorndike-Zipf definition, and as number of continued written associations subjects can give within 60 seconds (47). In both cases, the relationship between frequency
and meaning indices has been found to be very high (up to an index of relationship of .92). Using his indices, Noble has found that both familiarity of words and word meaning (46) enhance performance in serial verbal learning.

Deese (14), on the other hand, has questioned whether there is an essential relationship between word frequency and the measure of free recall. He believes that free recall is, instead, a function of the readily available associations among high frequency words. Considering the demonstrated relationship between frequency and number of associations, however, suggests that frequency may still be the important underlying factor. Cofer (9), in commenting on Deese's position, takes the point of view that frequency of experience plays a role in recall through "response availability." This term refers to the hierarchical arrangement of words in a person's response repertoire (as "response bias," it was also felt to be a significant factor in the word recognition studies described earlier).

Summary: frequency and comprehension

To summarize, the effects of frequency of occurrence of words upon superior comprehension in more as opposed to less readable material takes serial forms. First, increased frequency itself seems to play a role, as does the corresponding increase in available meanings as frequency increases. The existence of a hierarchy among meaning frequencies apparently reduces the interference effects that might otherwise result when numbers of meanings are possible. Second, serial verbal learning appears to be improved, and perhaps free recall and other measures of learning also. This latter may be due either to the presence of a hierarchy of available words or to the increased associations (greater meaning) of high frequency as opposed to low frequency words.

As indicated earlier, the results of studies relating word frequency to comprehension and learning have not been as clearcut as those relating word frequency to reading ease and preference. A possible resolution is suggested by some recent work by Coleman (10). He found a high positive correlation between the frequency of content words in 12 passages and comprehension as measured by summed close scores, as would be expected. For function words (such as "the" or "of"), however, he found a high negative correlation between frequency and close scores. As he shows, the overall effect of frequency may therefore be lost under certain circumstances. Of particular note is the likelihood that this will occur in speech and in beginning reading. Coleman's work thus suggests that varied and refined counts of frequency may be very fruitful in the study of readability.

Frequency of occurrence of words, as this paper indicates, clearly plays an all-pervasive role in language usage. Not only do humans tend to use some words much more often than others, they recognize more frequent words more rapidly than less frequent, prefer them, and understand and learn them more readily. It is not surprising, therefore, that this variable has such a central role in the measurement of readability. As further knowledge is gained of the circumstances under which word frequency for an individual increases, it is probable that understanding and control of readability can be still further improved.
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Experimental Studies of Readability *

Part I
Stimulus Dimensions that Affect Readability

This paper has two major theses.

1. A promising research strategy for gaining an understanding of language behavior is to collect a huge matrix of functional relations that plot the effects upon language skills exerted by language characteristics. Experimental studies of readability will provide many of these functions.

2. The few studies we have at present, crude and incomplete as they are, will be sufficient to make massive improvements in the teaching capacity of textbooks—at least at the first-grade and preschool level. To make equally massive improvements at the adult level, however, we must study the effect of language characteristics that exist between sentences and between paragraphs. This will require developing efficient techniques for measuring understanding.

Let us say that an experimental study of readability investigates the effect that a characteristic of prose exerts upon some reading response such as speed of reading or degree of understanding. Let us call the characteristic of prose a stimulus dimension and call the measure of readability a response measure. Thus, an experimental study of readability plots a reading response as a function of a stimulus dimension of prose; it plots an S-R function. Linguistics and the psychology of verbal learning provide a list of stimulus dimensions: word familiarity, word length, type-token ratio, abstract noun ratio, clause-to-kernel ratio, etc. We also have an extensive list of response measures: the reader’s ability to answer questions about the passage, his ability to memorize the passage word for word, his ability to fill in a cloze test based upon the passage, his ability to follow instructions prescribed in the passage, the information he gains by reading the passage, and others.

Thus, we already have a vast taxonomy of stimulus dimensions and an extensive set of response measures. What we need to provide next is a huge matrix of functions—graphs that plot each of the response measures as a function of each of the stimulus dimensions that affects it. This paper will review a restricted sample of the available literature within an outline that will describe how we can provide such a matrix.

In this paper, I will introduce several variables such as spelling and phonic regularity that are usually not included in studies of readability. While these variables are of slight importance in determining
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readability for adults, they are of considerable importance in determining readability for six year olds. A thesis of this paper is that the most fertile field for experimental studies of readability is one that focuses on first-grade material.

In fact, one purpose of this paper is to stimulate interest in experimental studies of readability by showing the massive improvement they could make in the teaching capacity of primary reading materials. I hope to show that given a data base provided by experimental studies of readability, stories can be constructed that are simple enough for a five year old to read after a few minutes of casual instruction—simple enough to enable us to teach preschoolers to read at home by television—simple enough to provide material within the competence of the mentally and culturally deprived—simple enough to make it worthwhile to teach deaf children to read at very young ages and reduce the mental retardation that results from their isolation from language. In short, I hope to show that little books can be constructed which are so easy to read that they will change the whole nature of the readiness program for preschoolers (see Fig. II for an example of such a book).

The characteristics of an effective program of research upon readability will be discussed under three headings.

1. The set of stimulus dimensions should be organized systematically so that we can gain a coherent overview with a minimum number of experiments.
2. There should be an equally systematic array of response measures, including those of most interest such as comprehension and information gain.
3. The experiments should be performed upon relevant populations—relevant populations of language materials as well as relevant populations of readers—and the experimental design should allow us to generalize simultaneously to all populations of interest.

I will discuss the first heading in Part I. The second and third will be discussed in Part II.

1. A Systematic Organization of Stimulus Dimensions

Linguistics and the psychology of verbal learning have provided a large number of stimulus dimensions that affect the difficulty of printed language. We also have a large array of response measures. Obviously we cannot collect all possible S-R functions. Years could be wasted by an un-systematic attack on a problem of this magnitude. A systematic approach would first organize the stimulus dimensions into a grid. Then the investigator could select a few stimulus dimensions spaced at equal steps across the grid and relate them to measures of verbal behavior. If this produced no coherent overview, then additional experiments would relate intermediate stimulus dimensions to the same measures of verbal behavior. As the grid became dotted with systematically located S-R functions, a coherent picture would emerge and the gaps could be bridged by interpolations.

To illustrate a systematic organization of stimulus dimensions, I will use a research program whose purpose is to collect the data that will permit us to design the most readable books possible for first graders.

Above and beyond the magnitude of the improvements that are possible with beginning material, there are important methodological reasons for beginning experimental studies of readability at this level. (1) In beginning reading, the skills can
be analyzed into paired associate learning and the simpler forms of concept formation. Experimental psychologists know how to measure these skills in tightly controlled laboratory experiments. In later reading, however, comprehension, information gain, critical evaluation, esthetic enjoyment, and other skills become important. We know very little about measuring these latter skills, much ancillary work must be done before we can measure them with adequate precision. (2) In beginning reading, the language population is small and well-defined, it is restricted to a few hundred common words. In later reading, however, the language population becomes large and poorly defined.

Let us organize the stimulus dimensions that affect the readability of beginning material into some sort of systematic matrix. At the present preliminary state of data collection there is little reason to prefer one organization to another. Here is one. (a) The reader distinguishes the letters. (b) He packages letters and their sounds into words. He also recognizes words as wholes. (c) He packages words into higher grammatical units such as phrases and clauses. (d) He packages these into still higher order units—paragraphs, stories, etc.

These four steps will serve to step off our matrix of stimulus dimensions in sufficient detail for preliminary data collection. Later, as data accumulate, the matrix will be graduated in finer detail by inserting intermediate steps.

A Distinguishing the Letters

It is clear that the readability of material for first graders can be improved by increasing the legibility of the letters. We are not free to design an entirely new set of characters, however, there are many type fonts in use, and surely letters from different fonts can be combined to form an alphabet whose characters are more distinguishable from one another than any existing set.

A recent study that is relevant to the legibility of beginning material is one by Popp (18). Using non-reading kindergarteners as subjects, Popp compared each letter with every other letter. Her result was a confusion matrix showing how often these children confused each letter with every other letter, rank-ordered as to the number of times they were confused with one another, the most frequently confused pairs were: p-q, d-b, d-q, d-p, b-p, h-n, j-k, t-u, i-l, k-y, l-t, c-e, d-h, h-n, h-y, j-k, n-u.

Popp presented her letters in isolation, but in reading, the letters are imbedded in words and the child is able to distinguish upward protruding from downward protruding letters. It is not unreasonable to assume that the most frequently confused pairs might be different if the letters were presented to the children embedded in pseudowords. In an unpublished experiment, Himelstein (12) tested this assumption, but her pattern of results was almost the same as Popp's. Himelstein tachistoscopically projected a stimulus letter surrounded by two o's (oppo) and then asked the child to pick out that letter from a pair surrounded by os (oppp). She tested only the pairs that Popp had found most frequently confused. Rank-ordered as to number of times they were confused by the children, Himelstein's pairs were: p-q, d-b, d-p, b-p, h-n, d-h, h-n, c-e, h-y, n-u, j-k.

By combining letters from different type fonts and by making slight changes in the characters, it is easy to make many of the above pairs very distinguishable from one another. Some letters may be printed in small versions of the capital shapes so as to eliminate confusions between h-n, u-n, L-i, etc. The letter q is always followed by u. Why not print them as a ligature (gu) and thus eliminate confusions between q and p.
If these suggestions were followed, of course the letters could be designed to be more esthetically pleasing than in their above form.

I have tested modifications similar to the above in a series of experiments. My most recent experiments compared traditional to experimental versions of the following pairs: p-q, d-b, d-p, h-n, a-n, and c-l. A letter was projected tachistoscopically for .10 seconds between two o’s (odo), and a non-reading kindergartener was asked to pick that letter from a pair surrounded by o’s (oval). As might be expected, every experimental pair was significantly more legible than its conventional counterpart (by at least the .05 level). The surprising finding was the amount of difficulty the children had in distinguishing the conventional p-q and d-b. Our preschoolers did no better than chance—75 errors to 74 correct choices.

To summarize the experimental studies of legibility as they affect beginning readers, the conventional alphabet contains a number of pairs that are frequently confused by beginning readers. It would be a simple matter to alter the pairs slightly so as to make them less confusing. Furthermore, since most of these alterations would simply require that we select letters from several type fonts (such as capitals, and lower case), almost no negative transfer should occur. We would not be adding any new characters to be learned, we would simply be changing their sequence of introduction for young children.

B. Packaging Sounds and Letters into Words

This step is concerned with look-and-say reading and with phonics. There are experimental studies of readability that suggest ways to improve readability according to either subskill of reading.

Look-and-Say Reading. Woodworth (24) summarized a group of studies that suggested that word shapes are recognized as wholes. The studies suggested that words would become easier to distinguish from one another if the alphabet were redesigned to increase the distinctiveness of word shapes. Specifically, the studies suggested that word shapes would become more distinctive if we created an alphabet with equal numbers of upward protruding, downward protruding, and non-protruding letters—also with an equal number of angular and curved letters. Since 1938, there have been a number of sporadic tests of Woodworth’s suggestion (e.g., Byrne, 3), but no sustained program of research on the problem.

Recently, in an unpublished study, Desberg (10) showed that word shape can play an important role in word recognition by non-reading preschoolers. Ten trios of pseudowords that differed to a minimum degree in word shape were prepared (e.g., ocan, uosa, suan) and compared to trios that differed to a maximum degree (e.g., qhur, ruyc, coan). A pseudoword was projected tachistoscopically and ten non-reading preschoolers were asked to select it from a trio. All ten children made fewer mistakes when selecting words whose shapes differed to a maximum degree (p < .001). The experiment was interpreted as evidence that a lower-case alphabet could be constructed that would increase the legibility of words for beginning readers. Such an alphabet can be constructed by substituting a few capitals for their lower case counterparts and by making a few other equally slight changes.

To summarize the studies of an alphabet that would maximize distinctiveness of whole word shapes, the studies to date have not shown word shape to be a large source of variance in determining readability for adults, nevertheless, there is reason to believe that a sustained program of
research could develop an alphabet that would significantly improve readability for first graders.

Length. The length of words clearly affects the ease of recognizing them in look-and-say learning. Most readability formulas have some measure of word length, but length in syllables, length in morphemes, and length in letters are all highly correlated. They can, however, be disentangled. To the extent that words are processed visually, length in letters should affect readability. To the extent that words are processed vocally, length in syllables should affect readability. To the extent that they are processed mentally, length in morphemes should affect readability.

In an incomplete, factorial design, I recently measured the independent effects of length in letters, length in syllables, and length in morphemes. I tachistoscopically projected six words for 1.0 second and asked my subjects (college students) to memorize the six. My measure was number of exposures to memorization. There was no significant effect due to syllables. Figure I shows the effect due to letters and morphemes. To the extent that memory for a list of words is part of reading, length in letters (visual processing) and length in morphemes (mental processing) appear more important than length in syllables (vocal processing).

Frequency. The frequency with which a word is used affects the ease of recognizing it. Klare (14) has provided a convenient summary of the effects of frequency on readability.

It need only be added that the usual word counts may be deceptive for first graders. For first graders, the frequency counts should be based on speech, not printed material. There are certain words that occur frequently in print (will, would, did, am, etc.), but seldom as whole words in speech. These words usually occur in reduced form (ll, d, d', m, etc.), and they may be difficult for the child to recognize.

Phonics: Learning the Sound-Letter Associations. All readers sound out words or parts of words, but this reading skill has more influence on readability in beginning reading than in that of later years. Before a child can sound out a word, he must have learned the sound-letter associations. This is ordinary paired associate learning, and according to the usual three-stage analysis (Underwood and Shultz, 22), the degree to which a child learns any particular sound-to-letter association would depend upon three factors: the legibility of the letter, the response strength of the sound, and any previous association between the two.

We have already discussed the legibility of letters in A above. There are several indices available that measure the degree to which the child has mastered the phonemes of English. One measure would be studies such as those of Templin (21) that measure the age at which the child first uses the
phoneme. Carterette and Jones (1) have provided a second measure. They tallied the frequency with which the different phonemes occurred in children's speech. They found that the consonant phonemes occurred in the following order when ranked from highest to lowest: $n, t, m, s, d, u, l, k,$ etc.

In an ordinary paired associate learning task, Berdiansky (1) measured the case with which non-reading preschoolers learned a number of sound-to-letter associations. That is, he measured the ease with which they learned to pronounce certain letters. As might be expected, he found a strong frequency effect. The child learned the pronunciation to be associated with a certain letter very easily if the pronunciation was a phoneme that occurred frequently in English.

Berdiansky's experiment suggests that for beginning readers at least, a story might be more readable if the pronunciation of its letters were frequently occurring phonemes. Before discounting phonemic control as impractical, one should remember that the vocabulary of beginning material is tightly controlled. Just as we control vocabulary, we can also control phonemes. A gifted cartoonist can write a story with only three or four words. If the letters and phonemes as well as the words were carefully chosen, the story could be read by an average four year old (see Fig. II).

This is not to say that Berdiansky's experiment provides us with all the data we need for phonemic selection. Among other things, we need to know if a child will induce the basic phonemic concept (sounding out new words) more easily if his beginning reading material is restricted to certain classes of phonemes. For instance, sounding out an unfamiliar word would seem more difficult if the beginning material consisted mostly of stops and affricates ($p, b, t, d, k, g, j,$ and $ch$) because these sounds are most difficult to pronounce in isolation. The child inevitably learns sounds such as $puh, buh,$ etc. If Berdiansky's experiments were supplemented by a dozen or so similar ones, we would be able to practice phonemic selection in beginning reading materials as we now practice vocabulary restriction.

**Phonics. Regularity.** One of the subskills of reading is the ability to sound out words. For first graders in particular, it is reasonable to assume that readability of material will vary according to the degree of phonemic regularity in that material and also according to the particular phonemes permitted in that material. Currently there are two major systems for regularizing English, the Initial Teaching Alphabet (ITA) and Bloomfield's linguistic system. Both have considerable flaws.

The Initial Teaching Alphabet must misspell 75% of the words in English, and about 40% of these changes are radical ones. There are several reasons for this, but the most profound one is that the pronunciation of many of the English morphemes changes if the morphemes change environment. Consider the different pronunciations of the past tense morpheme in *trotted, passed, crossed.* Consider the following derivations. democratic-democ-

1More generally, when one fits an alphabet to a language, there are three factors that must be considered. First is letter-to-sound regularity, phoneme regularity. But there are two others of almost equal importance. Second is morpheme regularity; morphemes should be spelled the same way in different environments (*trotted, passed, crossed, sign, significant, etc.*). Third—and this becomes a critical factor in a worldwide language such as English—people that speak widely differing dialects should be able to read the same language; a Kentucky hillbilly and a Cockney dockworker should be able to read the same books. One must compromise between these three factors in fitting an alphabet to a language. Clearly, the problem is much more difficult than designing a character for each phoneme of English; it requires wisdom plus a considerable linguistic competence.
In short, the misspellings of the Initial Teaching Alphabet guarantee a considerable amount of negative transfer when the child is shifted to traditional orthography. An extensive series of tightly controlled laboratory experiments on transfer have shown conclusively that negative transfer occurs any time an organism learns a response to a stimulus that he must later unlearn in order to substitute another response to that stimulus. Of course, the Initial Teaching Alphabet has proved to be an excellent teaching technique so it also guarantees a considerable amount of positive transfer, and the weight of evidence suggests that the positive transfer more than outweighs the negative transfer. Nevertheless, we should reduce the negative transfer as much as possible, we could reduce it considerably if we marry the Initial Teaching Alphabet to Bloomfield's linguistic system.

In addition to its theoretical contributions, Bloomfield's linguistic system (2) has shown that it is possible to select a large number of English words that are spelled regularly, that is, that are spelled with internal consistency. But his linguistic system suffers from one fatal flaw, many of the most important words in English are not spelled regularly: *was, were, would, should*, etc. Thus, if one restricts himself to Bloomfield's list of words, he restricts his reading materials to such sentences as "Fat Pat: it on the mat." The most phlegmatic child can quickly be reduced to hysterics if he is forced to read too much of this.

Thus, we have two systems for regularizing English, each with great advantages, each with great disadvantages. Fortunately, it is possible to combine them in proportions that maximize the advantages of each and minimize the disadvantages. One simply spells a few dozen absolutely necessary function words in an Initial Teaching Alphabet and selects the remainder of his words from Bloomfield's list. Thus, negative transfer is reduced to an absolute minimum, only a few dozen words are misspelled in the transitional alphabet. Furthermore, it is possible to select those few dozen words so that their misspelled shape in the transitional alphabet will be almost identical to their shape in the traditional orthography. Thus, by combining the Initial Teaching Alphabet and Bloomfield's linguistic list in the proper proportions, we can get almost all of the advantages of each and almost none of their disadvantages. Furthermore, if we restrict ourselves to the most common words in Bloomfield's list, we can get almost all of the advantages of the basal readers and almost none of their disadvantages.

**Phonics, Phoneme Selection.** We noted that so far as reading involves phonic skills—sounding out words—readability would be affected by phonic regularity and by the particular phonemes used in the materials. We have discussed phonic regularity. Let us discuss improving readability by restricting the phonemes used in the materials.

Except for Berdiansky's experiment mentioned earlier, there is almost no evidence that tells us which letter-sound associations are easiest to learn according to any reading subskill. If we are to make beginning reading materials more readable by phoneme selection, we must guess from an inadequate data base. Except for the frequency counts of Carterette and Jones, about the only information we have are two rough observations. (1) It is almost impossible to make an isolated sound that resembles the stops and affricates (*p, b, t, d, k, g, j, ch*). (2) On the other hand, many of the continuents can be closely approximated in isolation, and in addition, they play a meaningful role in the lan-
guage (s-s-s is the sound of a snake or of gas escaping, m-m-m is the sound we make when we see something good to eat, ee-ee-ee is the sound we make when we are

Figure II
Excerpts from a preschool reader that illustrates a technique that can be used for teaching phonics to five year olds, when the component sounds of words play a meaningful role in the story.
frightened, etc.). Based on these two observations (to the extent that reading involves the phonic subskill), beginning reading materials might be more readable if their phonemes were restricted to the continuents. Then the first words in the beginning material would be ones such that their component sounds could play a meaningful role in the story (see, am, at, etc.). This allows a number of techniques for teaching phonics and spelling that are not available if the beginning materials include such words as come and look (see Fig. II).

Phonics: Blending. Most first-grade teachers would agree that phonic blending is one of the most difficult skills to teach. Blending is less difficult if the first words are composed of sounds in which the consonant and vowels are pronounced with the tongue and other articulators in roughly the same position, the blending transition from one to the other is relatively slight, there is little difference between the two sounds pronounced in isolation and the two blended into a word. Sounds such as /s/, Sh, n, etc., a, i/ form words such as am and see that are easiest to blend. Compare the blending transition from vowel to consonant in she versus that in out by pronouncing them slowly and comparing the relative motion of tongue and lips.

Let us summarize the important points of this section. Reading is a complex, interlocking hierarchy of skills, and materials that are most readable according to one subskill are very unreadable according to other subskills. It is possible, however, by simultaneously considering all the subskills when one selects his materials to get a set of materials that approaches maximum readability according to all subskills. We can get the advantages of phonic regularity by using Bloomfield's list of regularly spelled words. We can get the advantages of meaningful, interesting sentences by supplementing that with a very small number of function words misspelled in a transitional alphabet (thee, iz, wuz, etc.). Furthermore, we can gain most of the advantages of the basal readers—the effects of frequency—by restricting our selection of regularly spelled words to those that occur most frequently in English. Perhaps—although this must be verified by additional experiments—one can gain still further advantages if he restricts the phonemes in his beginning reading materials to certain continuents and to words whose component sounds can play a meaningful role in his story.

An example may be helpful. In selecting the most readable set of materials for a beginning reading program being developed at Southwest Regional Laboratory (see the example), we used the following procedure. We punched into a computer all the regularly spelled one-, two-, and three-phoneme words of English. We also punched in each word's frequency of occurrence according to its Rinsland count for first graders (19). We assumed that our first materials would be most readable if the phonemes were restricted to the following phonemes. /s, m, cc, l, a, i/ form words such as am and see that are easiest to blend. Compare the blending transition from vowel to consonant in she versus that in out by pronouncing them slowly and comparing the relative motion of tongue and lips.

Then we asked the computer, “Which phoneme should we introduce next? Which phoneme will combine with the present phonemes to form a maximum number of common words?” The letter w can be combined with these letters to add a maximum number of common words, and this is the letter that should be used in the next book. Adding t, to our letters, we repeated the question to the computer. Continuing these steps gave a sequence that enables our books to illustrate the concepts underlying spelling and phonics with a minimum of instruction in letter-sound associations, each letter-sound association introduced in a book gives the child the maximum payoff in useful new words.

The language characteristics considered...
thus far are most important in determining readability for beginners, the ones that follow are important for adults also.

C. Packaging Words into Phrases, Clauses, and Sentences.

The greatest number of experimental studies of readability lie under this subheading. Let us subdivide them according to Hockett (13) into those concerned with content morphemes and those concerned with the framework of function morphemes. That is, in the following sentences the content morphemes are in lower case letters and the framework of function morphemes is in capitals:

THE man operated THE boat skillfully.

THE man’s operation OF THE boat WAS skillful.

Other sets of content words that can fit in the same framework of function morphemes are boy-explain-problem-quick, team-excavate-tunnel-speedy.

Content Words. In a sustained series of studies, Deese (9) has shown that words are organized in the mind into highly systematic structures. That is, words and sets of words are associated with one another and each word is more tightly associated with some words than with others. Words are organized into word classes, grammatical classes, and semantic classes.

Deese’s students have shown that lists of words that are correlated with this mental organization are much easier to learn and memorize than lists that are not (e.g., Miller, 17, Weingartner, 23). Similarly, if the content words of a sentence correlate with this mental organization, the sentence is easier to learn or read (Coleman, 7). In this experiment, noun-is-adjective sentences (The thimble is bright) whose noun and adjective had strong pre-experimental associations were compared to sentences whose noun and adjective had weaker pre-experimental associative strength (The thimble is shiny). The direction of the results was not surprising, the sentences whose content words had high strength associations were much easier to learn. The magnitude of the results, however, was somewhat surprising. After a single exposure, the subjects would remember 14.5 responses out of 24 paired associates if there were strong pre-experimental associations between noun and adjective. If there were no pre-experimental associations between the noun and adjective, they could remember only 1.58 responses; there was a ratio of 9 to 1 in relative learnability.

To summarize, we can make tremendous gains in readability if we design our materials to correlate with the way the words are organized mentally. This could be accomplished by using cloze tests. That is, if the majority of subjects in a cloze test disagree with the original wording, it would suggest that the wording should be changed. Giving cloze tests is an expensive operation, but the expense might be justified for materials that are used very frequently such as elementary reading material.

Framework of Function Morphemes. Many studies can fit under this subheading, and most of them can be described as comparisons of grammatical transformations. These experiments are concerned with a number of the factors that are usually included when prescribing rules for writing readable material. In fact, most of the time when a writer applies rules for improving readability, he is actually choosing one grammatical transformation above another. Thus, the rule for writing readable material could be stated more precisely in terms of grammatical transformations.

The reader of this paper can verify this for himself by noting the number of times he makes grammatical transformations as he revises the following sentence to make it more comprehensible (An inclusion of this is an admission of its importance). If
he tries to make this sentence more readable by increasing the number of personal words, decreasing clause length, or by applying almost any of the rules for improving readability, he will discover that the change he frequently makes is a grammatical transformation—a grammatical transformation that operates upon entire clauses and alters many of these variables simultaneously. The point is this: when we consider the actual operations we perform to improve readability, it seems that grammatical transformations are fundamental units and that describing some rules of readability in terms of smaller units is more or less artificial.

To save space, a sample of the experimental studies that seem most closely related to readability will be summarized in a table.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Number</th>
<th>Grammatical Relation</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Finding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Nominalization vs Active Verb</td>
<td>Cloze Score</td>
<td>Active verb was most readable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Nominalization vs Active Verb</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Active verb was most readable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Active vs Passive</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Active was most readable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Active vs Passive</td>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>Active was most readable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Sentences of low depth were most readable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Embeddedness</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Readability increased as embeddedness decreased.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Order in a N vs N Sentence</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>Term at end is better remembered.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The prescriptions for readable writing that are given by the above experiments can be summarized briefly, prefer grammatical transformations that give short clauses and use active verbs, prefer grammatical transformations that do not use abstract nouns nominalized from verbs.

In the experiments of Table I, note that grammatical transformations that contain abstract nouns are less readable than their counterparts containing active verbs. The lesson to be gained from this is that abstractness is not necessarily an inalterable, inherent stimulus dimension. As often as not, complexity due to abstractness is superfluous complexity, as often as not, the number of abstract nouns in a passage can be reduced without changing the content of the passage. When a passage contains a large number of abstract nouns nominalized from verbs (operation), the writer can easily transform them to active verbs (operate). For example, The exclusion of that candidate is emphasis on the importance of our group includes three abstract nouns. Let us transform it to a version that...
includes none. When they excluded that candidate, it emphasized that our group was important. Clearly the abstractness of the first version was not due to inherent abstractness of the subject matter.

In short, there is prose that is abstract for no better reason than that the writer chose one derivative of the verb instead of another.

Note that the above discussion of abstract nouns normalized from verbs is related to the advice that readable writing should contain a large number of verbs. Note also that this does not necessarily mean that the writer should invigorate his prose with verbs like excoriate and fulminate. The proportion of verbs can be increased by transforming abstract nouns normalized from verbs to active verbs. Perhaps another example will be worthwhile. Consider the sentence in the second paragraph of this section: An inclusion of this is an admission of its importance. We can reduce the proportion of abstract nouns and simultaneously increase the proportion of verbs by transforming it as follows. Since she included this, she is admitting that it was important. Note that the transformations alter many other stimulus dimensions usually included in advice for readable writing—short clauses, personal pronouns, and word frequency.

It is important to note that in this case the additional explicitness of the verb does not come from its stem—from its content morpheme—but from its function morphemes. Tense, voice, mood, aspect, number, and person are explicitly stated by the inflectional affixes, pronouns, and auxiliary verbs. When we transformed inclusion to included, tense, voice, aspect, and mood were made specific. More generally, the finite verb is far more explicit than the abstract noun.

Consider the more readable grammatical transformations of our examples above.

Note that they contain more personal pronouns than the less readable transformations. Much of the abstractness in scientific writing must be attributed to a reason no more profound than its tradition against "I" and "we" and its tradition against addressing the reader as "you." The scientist who eschews the first two pronouns is simply being modest, but not using them frequently causes him to substitute an abstract noun (explanation) for its active verb form (explain), to substitute a passive verb for an active verb, to substitute an embedded sentence for a non-embedded sentence.

More generally, if we had more experimental studies of readability such as the ones summarized in Table I, many of the rules for writing readable materials could be precisely stated in terms of grammatical transformations.

D. Packaging Clauses into Higher Units—Such as Paragraphs and Stories

There is not much of an experimental nature to say here. Surely most of us believe that the major determinants of readability for adults lie at this level—lie in the associations between clauses and paragraphs, in the overall organization—but psychologists have not yet refined the experimental techniques to investigate this level and linguists are not yet able to describe it.

As far as psycholinguistics's share of the problem is concerned, much of it reduces to the problem of developing an efficient, economical measure of comprehension (see subheadings D in the next issue). Given an economical measure of comprehension, we can mass produce experiments at this level even though we lack a refined linguistic description. In fact, mass producing enough experiments at this level could provide linguists with the data they need to develop a suprasentence grammar.
half of this paper will discuss developing a set of response measures.
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Part II

Measures of Readability and Relevant Populations

2. A Systematic Array of Response Measures

We have seen that reading is a complex hierarchy of subskills, and that materials that are readable according to one subskill may be unreadable according to another. Thus, one of the most important steps in making a systematic study of reading and readability would be developing a sensitive measure for each of the subskills and plotting the R-R functions that relate these measures to one another.

The important point is that different reading subskills are optimally facilitated by different stimulus dimensions. First graders, for instance, will find that some
words are easy to read by whole word memorization and that an entirely different set is easy to read by sounding out. This explains the ease with which an experimenter can “prove” that an extreme teaching system that emphasizes one skill is superior to all others. All he has to do is select a language sample that optimally facilitates his subskill.

If his system depends mostly on whole word learning, for instance, all he has to do is select the most common words in English. Because their response integration is high, a book made up of these words will be very easy to read as long as the child is depending upon whole word recognition. On the other hand, to the extent that the child has to depend upon phonics, the book will be very unreadable because the words are almost all spelled irregularly.

If another experimenter wishes to show that a phonics system is superior, all he has to do is select regularly spelled words that are generated by a minimum of letters (ill, mill, sill, am, Sam, maw, mass, ass, sass, Sal, Al, lam, etc.) The child would have to learn only six or seven sound-to-letter associations so these words would be easy to sound out. However, they would be very difficult to learn by whole word recognition because the twenty words would be so similar that it would be difficult to discriminate one from another.

Similar observations can be made for adult reading. Styles that are most readable for light reading may be very inefficient for material that must be more completely mastered.

Clearly we do not want to construct books that optimally facilitate one subskill to the detriment of others. We want to construct books that optimally facilitate a combination of all subskills. At the elementary level, we already possess the techniques for accomplishing this, and they have been described elsewhere (Coleman, 3). That paper described the development of a twenty-word pre-primer that was extremely readable as measured by any of the subskills.

But even before a child finishes reading his first pre-primer, we become concerned with true understanding and must consider the relation of the prose to the universe it describes. Almost everyone—teachers, students, psycholinguists, and even experimental psychologists—are really interested in understanding. We must develop a measure for it, and relate that measure to other measures, such as word-for-word memorization. In carrying out an experimental attack on readability, one of the most important steps is to develop a systematic set of measures at this cognitive level. Let us consider five such measures: (a) answering questions, (b) cloze tests, (c) verification, (d) performance, (e) information gain.

A. Answering Questions.

This is the measure that has been used most frequently to measure a reader's understanding of the passage. The difficulty with this measure is that an investigator can ask easy questions about difficult passages and vice versa. Since the questions that are actually asked are only a small sample from among the ones that could be asked, the questions that one investigator would use might bear little resemblance to those that another investigator would use.

B. Cloze Scores.

The disadvantage of cloze scores is that they do not appear to measure the long range associations in the passage. They are essentially measuring the short range constraints within phrases and clauses and not the more important ones between sentences and paragraphs.
C. Verification.

In several studies, Gough (4) has operationally defined understanding as verification. He showed his reader a picture of an event and a sentence. The reader's task was to say whether or not the sentence truly described the event.

D. Performance.

It is easy to measure the understanding of a passage if the passage assigns the reader a task to perform. The test of understanding is simply to have him perform the task. Coleman (2) used such a measure of understanding in a set of five experiments. His subjects were assigned mathematical tasks. Mathematical tasks are convenient ones since it is easy to generate an infinite number of tests and tasks.

In measuring understanding, we become concerned with the relation between language and events in a real world. The relation will clearly vary with the complexity of the language and also with the complexity of the universe of events that is being described. Since the subjects were assigned mathematical tasks, their universe was a matrix of numbers such as the one in Table I. As their language, they were assigned a miniature language such as the one in Table I.

Thus, we have a miniature language and a miniature universe. We can describe them precisely and we can vary them independently. Despite the restricted vocabulary, the miniature language in Table I has most of the essential features of complete English. It permits one to study most of the variables that affect readability and it permits the experimenters to assign the subject an infinite number of tasks such as "Sum the even numbers and square the sum."

The following three experiments used essentially the same method and the same measure of understanding. Sentences that assigned the subject mathematical tasks to perform were prepared for projection (e.g., *Divide the first row's even number by the*
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#### Table I

**Miniature Language**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Preposition</th>
<th>Pronoun</th>
<th>Conjunction</th>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>of</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>divide</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>first</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>an</td>
<td>to</td>
<td></td>
<td>or</td>
<td>subtract</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the</td>
<td>by</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>square</td>
<td>row</td>
<td>odd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Matrix**

```
    1   3
   --- ---
   6   2
```
second row's odd number). Projection time was the measure, and this was under the control of the subject. He projected the sentence, read it, and kept reading it until he could perform the operation correctly. This measure of total exposure time is sensitive and precise. It can easily be extended to measure suprasentence variables such as overall organization.

Experiment I. The first experiment studied the complexity of the language and the complexity of the universe. This seems a reasonable place to begin since understanding is concerned with the relation between language and events in the universe. Two levels of complexity of the universe (two-by-two matrices and three-by-three matrices) were combined in a factorial design with two levels of complexity for the language. Complexity of the language was increased by adding content words (multiply, ratio, column, large, small). The difference between matrices was not significant, but the sentences written in the complex language took far longer to understand (6.9 seconds to 3.1 seconds for twelve-word sentences) and the difference between the two languages increased as sentences became longer.

Experiment II. The second experiment studied the effect of content word ratio. Sentences containing 50 percent content words (Subtract two from the mean of the rows) were compared to one that had 75 percent content words (Subtract two from the first positive odd score). For twelve-word sentences, the subjects required over twice as much exposure time to understand the 75 percent sentences (10.6 seconds) as they required to understand the 50 percent sentences (5.0 seconds).

Experiment III. A third experiment studied the effect of clause length. Sentences were written that contained the same number of words but varied in clause length, they contained either one or three clauses (e.g., Square the odd number in the first row. Compute the mean, square it, and add two.). All thirteen subjects understood the one clause sentence in a shorter mean exposure time (4.2 seconds to 6.3).

This measure of understanding is an economical and sensitive one. With even small numbers of subjects, it yields smooth curves. Clearly, it needs to be extended to tasks other than mathematical ones, such as motor skills to learn, pictures to draw, objects to construct, and so on. It shows some promise of becoming an economical tool for studying the constraints between sentences and paragraphs. Almost all the current descriptors of readability are within-sentence descriptors, but surely the largest determiners of readability are concerned with overall organization, with constraint between paragraphs and larger units.

E. Information Gain.

The above measures are mostly concerned with the gross amount a reader knows after he reads a passage. But, as can be measured by cloze tests, the reader always knows something about a passage even before he reads it. To get a measure of information gain, we would subtract this knowledge from the knowledge the reader has about the passage after he reads it. A little reflection will suggest many uses for such a measure of information gain. In constructing materials for programmed instruction, for example, one is less concerned with ease of reading than with the efficiency with which the material transmits information per unit of time.

Miller and Coleman (5) have suggested one way to obtain a measure of information gain. They required their subjects to guess successively every word in a passage. After
the subject made his guess he was given the correct word as he proceeded through the passage. Thus he saw only the words preceding the one he was trying to guess and not those following it, he was able to use unilateral constraint only. This, of course, is a slight variation of Shannon's well known "guessing game technique." It can give a measure of what the subject knows about the passage before he begins reading it expressed in terms of bits, but Miller and Coleman were content to describe it in terms of percentage of words correctly guessed. After the subject has guessed every word in the passage, he has certainly read it carefully. He was then sent through the passage again in the same fashion, successively guessing each word and being given the correct one as soon as he made his guess. The difference between the proportion of words guessed correctly the first time and the proportion guessed correctly the second time is one measure of information gain. Miller and Coleman called it the IG score, and correlated it with a number of other descriptors.

The measure of information gain is an important one and merits devoting considerable time and expense to its refinement. Among other issues, it points up the distinction between inherent and superfluous complexity. When we try to improve readability, we must distinguish between these two forms of complexity. What we mainly want to eliminate is superfluous complexity. Inherent complexity depends largely upon a passage's cargo of new information, and we must be very selective in reducing that. People are suspicious of readability research because they sense that it is easy to improve "readability" by inserting unimportant fillers or by reducing the technical precision of the vocabulary, i.e., by watering down the content.

Paraphrasing the argument. When we improve readability, we want to reduce superfluous complexity and simultaneously fix the amount of new information (inherent complexity) at an optimal level. According to Miller and Coleman's measure of IG, there appears to be an optimum level of redundancy. For college students, passages written at the difficulty level of fifth-grade readers transmitted a maximum of IG.

Education needs to know how to predict the IG a reader will gain from a passage, and how to write passages so that IG is maximized. Of course, many people have expressed this idea before—usually in carping criticisms of readability research—but always in a vague form that could not lead to quantifiable readability research.

Summary.

One of the most important tasks in mounting an experimental attack on readability is to develop a systematic array of response measures. In particular, we must develop efficient, economical measures of understanding and of information gain. Surely the major determiners of readability lie in the constraints between paragraphs and higher units. However, because our language is so rich, because it offers so many mechanisms for recoding and paraphrasing and transforming what we read, there appears to be no practical way to study these determiners of readability until we develop an efficient measure of understanding.

3. Relevant Populations

Providing the matrix of S-R functions needed to found a technology of readability is a massive undertaking. An economical way to begin would be by replicating previous studies of verbal learning.

The practical application of many of these studies is disguised because their independent variables are described as hy-
pithetical constructs. Once the terminological underbrush is cleared away, however, thousands of these experiments could contribute to our knowledge of readability if they were only replicated on relevant populations—relevant populations of readers and also relevant populations of language materials. For example, most of the experiments of legibility and typographical arrangement have been made using college sophomores as subjects, but these variables are not potent sources of variance for adult readers. They are, however, potent sources for first graders. Perhaps many of the experiments of legibility and related variables should be replicated using first graders as subjects.

The shortcoming that reduces the usefulness of most studies of verbal behavior, however, is an irrelevant sample of language material. The majority of these studies were performed using samples of language materials such as nonsense syllables or disconnected lists of words. A great many of these studies would give us useful insights into readability if they were replicated using relevant samples of language materials.

**Generalizing to the Language Population** In experimental studies of readability, the experimental variable is a characteristic of language. It is a stimulus dimension such as word frequency or clause length. The experimenter will use only a small sample of words or clauses—perhaps thirty or forty—but almost inevitably he will claim that his experimental results hold true for language in general. He will generalize beyond his sample of language material to a population of materials so let us say that language materials represent a generalization variable (in mathematical statistics, the term is *random variable*).

Whenever an experimenter publishes a study investigating a language characteristic, he is implying that his conclusions can be generalized to a language population. But out of the thousands of such studies that have been published, less than a dozen experimenters performed a statistical test that would permit generalization to the language population. The conclusions of many of these studies should be re-examined statistically. The laws of probability guarantee that a certain proportion of them could not be replicated using a different sample of language materials.

The reader should remind himself that a significance test promises that another experimenter could probably replicate the results using a different sample of the generalization variable. Psychology is a science that studies the behavior of organisms, so almost inevitably the generalization variable is represented by the sample of subjects. That is, in psychological experiments, we want to generalize to behavior, we want to be able to say that the experimental results could be replicated if someone else repeated the experiment using a different sample of animals.

In experimental studies of readability and other studies of language behavior, other generalization variables are important. An experimental conclusion about a characteristic of language is useless if it cannot be replicated using a different sample of language materials. Surely no one is interested in an experimental conclusion that holds true for only a dozen or so words or nonsense syllables.

In the thousands of published studies of verbal behavior (with a handful of exceptions), however, the statistical tests only guarantee that the results could be replicated *provided* the experiment were repeated using exactly the same sample of language material. This is important enough to bear paraphrasing in a paragraph of its own.

With less than a dozen exceptions, the significance tests used in most experiments
of verbal behavior do not promise that the results could be replicated if another experimenter repeated the experiment using a different sample of language materials. The significance tests promise only that the conclusions can be generalized provided the experiment is repeated using exactly the same set of language materials.

Consider a simple experimental study of readability that compares the difference between active verb sentences and nominalized sentences. Surely no one would be interested in the conclusion of such an experiment if he were told that it had to be restricted to twenty or thirty particular English sentences. Such conclusions would be as useless as conclusions that held true only for a specific twenty or thirty people. In this experiment, language materials have to represent a generalization variable. The experimenter would use only a small sample of sentences, but he would certainly want to generalize beyond them to the population of English sentences.

The purpose of this section is to raise a question, not to provide an answer. This is not the time or place to go into the mathematics of statistical design. It is important, however, to establish that there are statistical designs that allow the experimenter to generalize simultaneously across two generalization variables. They have been described elsewhere (see Coleman, 1. and the more mathematically sophisticated references given in that paper).

It is important to note that the generalization variable represented by language materials should be entered as a formal variable in any experimental study of readability. If the experimenter wishes to generalize beyond the sample of language materials he actually uses in the experiment to a population of such materials, he must draw his sample of materials very carefully, at least as carefully as he draws his sample of subjects. For example, in a study comparing active verb sentences to nominalizations, one way to draw a representative sample of English sentences would be as follows. Enter a library, draw a book at random, open it to a page at random, and read until you come to the first nominalized sentence. Draw another book at random, open it to a page at random, and read until you come to the first active verb sentence, and so on. Drawing a representative sample for his generalization variable is actually more important than the mathematics of the significance tests, however, an experimenter studying the characteristics of language should acquaint himself with the experimental design that allow simultaneous generalization across two samples.

Perhaps, if we omit the mathematical detail, it will be worthwhile to describe at least one experimental design that permits simultaneous generalization across two samples. The simplest experimental design that permits simultaneous generalization simply confounds the two samples into a single one. That is, each subject is given a different set of language materials. In our nominalization-active verb experiment, for example, each subject would read a different set of sentences randomly selected as described above. With some qualifications that are too fine to bother us, the significance test used in an ordinary treatments-by-subjects design would permit simultaneous generalization across both samples.

In closing this section, perhaps we should note explicitly that education is concerned with a number of generalization variables other than language and subjects. Frequently educational researchers wish to generalize their conclusions to populations of teachers, populations of schools, etc. Almost inevitably, they have approached this problem by replicating massive, expensive experiments a number of times. Sometimes
these experiments could have been performed at a fraction—a small fraction such as one tenth or one hundredth—of the cost if the generalization variables had been entered as formal variables in the experimental design so that efficient designs (such as confounding the samples) could have been used in a tightly controlled laboratory study.

Surely millions of dollars have been spent comparing the Initial Teaching Alphabet to traditional orthography, however, using a matched pairs design and a tightly controlled laboratory presentation similar to that of Staats, et al. (7), the difference between the Initial Teaching Alphabet and conventional spelling can be demonstrated with fifteen matched pairs of subjects. The experimenter only needs to collect an adequate number of responses from each subject each day. Furthermore, the controls of the laboratory situation could eliminate most chances of Hawthorne effects because they would reduce the role of the teacher by programming or by the double blind technique. As a second furthermore, by confounding the sample of subjects with the sample of language materials each matched pair of subjects reads a different, randomly drawn sample of books, the experiment could be designed to allow simultaneous generalization to the population of language materials as well as the population of learners. As a third furthermore, generalization to a population of teachers could be permitted by formally adding this to the experimental design as another generalization variable.

Conclusions

The major purpose of my two papers was to advocate a program of experimental studies of readability. To make massive improvements in the readability and teaching capacity of textbooks at the adult level, we must first develop measures of comprehension and information gain. We must develop techniques and instruments for mass producing experiments at this cognitive level.

The techniques for making such massive improvements in elementary reading materials, however, are almost within our grasp. With only a trifling investment, we can construct books that are so readable that they will completely change the notion of reading readiness. Almost all the fundamental concepts of reading readiness—the concept that shapes represent sounds, the habit of left-right progression, etc.—can be taught as the child actually reads little books.

Let us summarize the research strategy that will lay the data base necessary for constructing such books. First we will analyze beginning reading material into its most basic units, letters and combinations of letters. Then we will measure the ease with which the children learn to make all the different reading responses to each element. Once the letters and letter combinations are thus calibrated and rank-ordered as to difficulty, it will be possible to prepare reading materials that are far easier than those currently available. In brief, the beginning vocabulary will be restricted to a few of the easier words—words that are composed of a few of the easier letters.

By using cartoons, we have prepared books so simple that preschoolers have learned to read them after a single fifteen-minute teaching lesson. As Figure 1 shows, the books are not deathless literature. They are mostly pictures—only one, two, or three different words—only two or three different letters. These books, however, simple as they are, are quite effective in teaching two of the most basic concepts in reading—the concepts that the shapes represent sounds and the habit of left-right progression.
Excerpts from a book that most five year olds can learn to read in a 20-minute lesson. In its last test, over 75 percent of a class of kindergarteners learned to read it after a single lesson.

Later books add a few more letters and words and teach other basic concepts, that words can be analyzed into letters and sounds, that letters and sounds can be recombined into words, and so on. In short, these books teach the concepts of reading, spelling, and printing simultaneously, they teach them by having the child read enjoyable little books, rather than by memorizing long lists of words, letters, phonetic concepts, and spelling irregularities. A readable book is an efficient teaching machine. If we teach the child the basic concepts, and give him books that he en-
joys reading, much of his problem is solved. He begins reading and teaching himself.

Once we collect the systematic array of S-R functions advocated in this paper, it will be possible to write little books that are readable by preschoolers after the sort of casual instruction that could be given by Captain Kangaroo on television. Before they enter kindergarten, children could have read little cartoon books that would have made them accomplished masters of the basic concepts of the written communication skills.

An example of such a cartoon book is given in Figure I. It is a simple matter to teach a four year old to read a book such as this. He need only distinguish three shapes (I, Sam, see), and this is within the mental competence of a bright chimpanzee.

An average five year old can learn to read such a book in a single 20-minute lesson. This book and its lesson have been tested in several kindergarten groups and have always had over 65 percent of the children reading after the single lesson.

The book and the lesson are in a continual state of refinement. In its last test (Larch Elementary School, Lennox, California), the most refined version (the lesson resembled an animated cartoon) had all but two of 22 children reading after the single lesson. In an individually administered test on a different book the next day, only four of the children missed more than half the book’s 19 words.

In short, by manipulating stimulus dimensions that affect readability, we can create books as readable as Figure I. Then, by exploiting the child’s love affairs with television and with animated cartoons, we can teach him to read immediately. We can extend Operation Head Start into Operation Running Start—a running start for all our children.
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The Cloze Readability Procedure*

Educators must have a valid method of finding out whether instructional materials are understandable to their students, for students must acquire much of their knowledge by reading written instructional materials. The conceptual or aesthetic merits of a set of materials is a primary consideration in the selection of materials. But materials can have little educational value if they are written in language that is so complex and obscure children cannot understand the contents. The readability formulas presently available are too inaccurate to provide educators with much help in this matter. And, while it is now possible to construct highly valid readability formulas (6), such formulas are still in the development stages.

This paper will describe ways in which teachers can use the cloze readability procedure to determine if instructional materials are understandable to children. A somewhat oversimplified description of the cloze readability procedure includes these steps: (a) passages are selected from the material whose difficulty is being evaluated, (b) every fifth word in the passages is deleted and replaced by underlined blanks of a standard length, (c) the tests are duplicated and given, without time limits, to students who have not read the passages from which the tests were made, (d) the students are instructed to write in each blank the word they think was deleted, (e) responses are scored correct when they exactly match (disregarding minor misspellings) the words deleted. When the tests have been made properly, a student’s score can be interpreted as a measure of how well he understands the materials from which the tests were made.

The first section of this paper will discuss the validity of the cloze readability procedure. The second section will describe how the cloze readability procedure may be used to place a child in materials that are graded in difficulty, and to select materials that are understandable for a group.

Validity of the Cloze Readability Procedure

Logical or Face Validity

Similarity to Conventional Tests: At first glance a cloze readability test appears to be a completely different kind of test and some authors have made much of this fact, attempting to construct all sorts of mystical theories about cloze tests. Some have professed to see a similarity between the processes involved in responding to a cloze test and the closure phenomenon observed in the perception of geometric figures. Indeed, it was from just this kind of conjecture that cloze procedure got its name.

On closer inspection it can be seen that many of the items in cloze readability tests are identical to those found in reading...
comprehension tests made by conventional methods and that the processes required to fill cloze blanks are probably not different from those required to answer conventionally made items.

Conventional completion test items are made by simply deleting a word or phrase from a sentence. For example, given the sentence *The boys rode horses*, it is possible to make the completion questions: *rode horses*, *The boys* *horses*, and *The boys rode*. The familiar wh-questions are made in much the same manner. A word or phrase is deleted, a wh-phrase is inserted in its place, and the sentence is transformed so that it begins with the wh-phrase. This gives the questions: Who rode horses? What did the boys do? What did the boys do to the horses? and What did the boys ride? As in cloze tests, the correct answers to these questions are the words or phrases deleted.

**Contrasts with Conventional Tests:** But items made by cloze and conventional test making procedures differ in several important respects. First, in a cloze readability test, only one word is deleted at a time while in conventional tests, whole phrases and clauses may also be deleted. Further, in cloze readability tests, structural words may be deleted. (Structural words consist of classes such as articles, prepositions, conjunctions, modal and auxiliary verbs, etc.) But in conventional tests, only lexical words (consisting roughly of verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs) may be deleted by themselves.

A second major difference is the fact that cloze readability tests are made only from the sentences in the text while conventional tests items may be made either from sentences in the text or from the sentences that can be derived from the text (5). A sentence may be derived by any, or all, of three processes. The simplest type of derived sentence is obtained by transforming the sentence. For example, the sentence *The boys rode the horses* can be transformed into *Horses were ridden by the boys* and then transformed again into questions such as *By whom were the horses ridden?* Sentences can also be derived by substituting synonymous words or phrases for the words or phrases in the sentence in the text. Finally, derived sentences may be obtained by explicating the statements implied by the fact that two sentences are contiguous. Consider the sentence, *The boys got home first followed by They rode horses.* The contiguity of these sentences implies the sentence *Riding the horses caused the boys to get home first.* Only conventional test items can be made from sentences derived from but not actually in a text.

The third major contrast is the fact that cloze readability tests are taken by students who have not read the undeleted version of the passage.

Probably too much has been made of these contrasts between cloze and conventional tests. The student has eighty percent of the text on which to base his responses, so his responses very much depend on his ability to understand the text. Also, the fact that he has not read the original text may require that he uses processes similar to those required to answer questions made from derived sentences plus a sensitivity to the author's style and the tone of the passage. However, the contrasts do exist and so the question must be referred to the researcher, the final arbiter of such disputes.

**Concurrent Validity**

There have been many studies in which the objectives were to determine if scores on cloze readability tests correlate with scores on conventionally made comprehension tests and if the cloze difficulties of
passages correlate with the difficulties of the passages as determined by conventional tests. By now, this literature has grown too large to review in detail in this paper. Since extensive analyses of this research are available in Rankin (13) and Bormuth (5) only a few of the most decisive studies will be mentioned here. In general, these studies seem to show that cloze and conventional tests measure the same processes.

Validity as a Measure of Comprehension Ability. Cloze tests seem to measure a wide variety of comprehension responses. Wilson Taylor (18), the originator of the cloze procedure, found a correlation of .76 between scores on a cloze readability test and scores on a multiple choice test made from the same passage. Bormuth (3) constructed tests to measure the comprehension of vocabulary, explicitly stated facts, sequences of events, inferences, causal relationships, main idea, and author’s motive in each of nine passages. He gave these and the cloze readability tests to elementary school students. The correlations between the cloze and conventional tests over each passage ranged from .73 to .84. When the correlations were corrected for the unreliabilities of the tests, the correlations approached 1.00. When the conventional tests were scored to obtain scores for each type of item, and then factor analyzed along with the cloze test scores, only one factor emerged. Kohler (11) performed a somewhat similar factor analysis study using tenth-grade students and obtained similar results.

To determine if cloze readability tests measure some of the subtler responses to language, Bormuth and Hook (9) studied the correlations between cloze readability tests and tests of ability to recognize an author’s style. Two tests of ability to recognize authors’ styles were made by selecting short passages from several of the works by an author, works that the students in the experiment had not read. The passages were then mixed with passages from works by other authors and given to college students who had just studied two books by each of the authors. Scores based on ability to correctly identify the passages by an author had significant correlations with scores on cloze tests made from passages taken from works of the author.

Validity as a Measure of Comprehension Difficulty: The mean percent of items a group answers correctly on a cloze readability test seems to provide an accurate measure of the difficulty of the passage, almost regardless of how difficulty is measured. Sukeyori (16) found a correlation of .83 between the cloze readings of passages and the combined subjective ratings of the passages by three judges. Bormuth (8) found a correlation of .92 between the cloze readings of passages and the difficulties of the same passages as measured by multiple choice tests. Subsequently, Bormuth (2) used each of the four forms of the Gray Oral Reading Paragraphs. He found correlations ranging from .90 to .95 between the cloze and word recognition difficulties of the paragraphs and correlations ranging from .91 to .96 between the cloze and the comprehension difficulties of the paragraphs.

Experimental Validity

One study (8) approached the problem of cloze readability test validity experimentally. Passages were varied systematically in language complexity and subject matter. Both cloze and multiple choice tests were made over each passage and given to students at three different grade levels. Each factor and the interaction between language complexity and subject matter produced significant effects on both kinds of test scores. The effects were ap-
Validity of the Procedure Itself
A cloze test can be made, administered, scored, and interpreted in a number of ways. The particular set of alternative procedures actually used in the cloze readability procedure represent what researchers have found are the best procedures when validity, economy, and convenience are considered simultaneously.

Test Construction: The practice of deleting every fifth word is followed because it is simple and economical to use and because it provides the greatest number of items possible for a given passage and thereby provides the most reliable measure of passage difficulty. While deletions may be less frequent than every fifth word, MacCinipe (12) has shown that when a deletion system leaves less than four words of context between items, a student's ability to answer an item begins to depend heavily upon whether he was able to answer correctly the adjacent items. When this occurs, the scores become difficult to interpret in any meaningful way.

Administration: Cloze tests may be administered either with or without the student reading the passage from which the test was made. Research shows that the two methods are about equally valid. Taylor (17) found that scores on cloze tests administered after students had read the passage had slightly higher correlations with scores on comprehension tests. Rankin's (14) studies showed the same results. But the data in both studies showed that this effect probably was the result of scores being somewhat more variable than when the students had not read the passage, an effect that is more economically and easily obtained by simply adding a few items to a test. Therefore, because of the savings in testing time and preparation of materials and because results which are just as valid can be obtained, it is the most desirable procedure to give the tests to students who have not read the passages from which the tests are made.

Scoring: A student's response can differ from the deleted word in semantic meaning, grammatical inflection, and spelling. Users of the cloze readability procedure have settled on the practice of scoring correct just those responses which exactly match the deleted word, but minor misspellings are disregarded. This practice is based on findings by Taylor (18) Rankin (14) and Ruddell (15) that including synonyms as correct responses slightly increases the correlations between cloze scores and scores on comprehension tests. But their data show that it does so simply by increasing the variability of the scores, an effect that is far more easily obtained by adding a few items to the test.

Bormuth (7) classified responses into three categories depending on whether root forms of the responses were identical to, synonymous with, or semantically unrelated to the word deleted and then further classified the responses in each category according to whether they were grammatically correct or not. Only the grammatically correct responses had significant correlations with a comprehension test. When the scores based on the responses exactly matching the deleted words were held constant, all the other correlations dropped to zero. Hence, responses that exactly match the deleted words furnish the most valid measures of comprehension.

Interpretation. There is some value in knowing that one passage is more difficult for students than another. But a cloze readability score has little value unless a teacher can say that the score does or does not represent a satisfactory level of perform
ance on the materials from which the test was made. A standard has long been accepted (19) for conventional comprehension tests and this standard is widely used in practice (1,10). It asserts that materials are suitable for use in a child's instruction when he is able to answer correctly 75 percent of the questions asked him about the materials. The materials are said to be suitable for his independent study when he can answer 90 percent of the items. Bornuth (2,4) found that a score of 75 percent on conventional comprehension tests is comparable to a score of 44 percent on a cloze readability test made from the same passage and that answering 57 percent of the cloze items is comparable to answering 90 percent of the items on conventional comprehension tests.

Summary

In general, the studies of the validity of tests made by the cloze procedure seem to justify four assertions. First, cloze readability tests provide a valid measure of a student's reading comprehension ability. Second, the cloze readability procedure provides a valid method of measuring the comprehension difficulties of passages. Third, the procedure itself seems to incorporate both the most valid and the most economical of the possible alternatives for designing a cloze readability procedure. Finally, cloze readability scores can be used to judge the suitability of materials.

Applications

Perhaps the most important advantage of the cloze readability procedure is that it requires little training in testing technology of the person who wishes to use the procedure in many of its important applications in schools. This section will describe two of the most important types of applications.

Placing Students in Graded Materials

One of the most critical tasks a teacher must perform in reading instruction is to place the students in basal or other practice reading materials that have the appropriate level of difficulty. The materials must present enough difficulty to permit practice of reading skills but not so much difficulty that the student develops faulty reading habits and feelings of frustration. The method of testing materials that is presently advocated calls for the teacher to have the student read orally a sample passage from each level of materials and then answer questions about what he just read. The teacher notes the adequacy of both the child's word recognition and comprehension. This method has undeniable advantages, but because it requires much time to administer and a relatively high degree of training on the part of the teacher, it is seldom used.

The cloze readability procedure can be used to make a set of tests which permit the rapid and accurate assignment of students to materials having an appropriate level of difficulty. The basic steps of this procedure consist of making a cloze test over each of the texts in the series, administering them to the students, scoring the tests, and placing the students in the materials on which their cloze readability score fell into the appropriate range.

The most critical part of this procedure is to select a test that best represents the difficulty of a text. This is done by initially making several tests from passages randomly selected from the book, finding the mean difficulty of the entire set of tests, and then discarding all but the test having a difficulty closest to the mean difficulty of all the tests.

A step by step description of this process includes these steps. (a) Select several passages from a book, say from six to twelve, using some random method for selecting...
Selecting Materials for a Group

When materials are being considered for adoption by a school, one of the important questions that must be considered is whether the materials are understandable to students. While the quality of the conceptual content of materials is of paramount importance, that content has little likelihood of being learned unless it is presented in an understandable manner. The cloze readability procedure can be used for evaluating the suitability of materials for a group.

Criteria for Evaluation: When the same text is to be used with all the students in a group, two criteria must be used in judging the suitability of the text. First, the materials whose difficulty is most appropriate are those on which the largest number of students can demonstrate a satisfactory level of performance. Second, the best materials are those in which the level of difficulty is fairly uniform throughout the materials. Either all sections of the book should exhibit about the same level of difficulty or the sections should gradually become more difficult as the student proceeds through the book.

Designing the Tests: From the point of view of accuracy in evaluating materials, it would be ideal if a cloze readability test were made over the entire book. But practical necessity demands that testing time and materials preparation be kept at a minimum. Consequently, a procedure for sampling passages is usually required. If done carefully, sampling techniques will lead to accurate results.

The best plan is to divide the book into sections, select two or more sample passages from each section, and use those passages to make the cloze tests. The passages should be selected by some random process. For example, the paragraphs in a
section might be numbered, the numbers written on slips of paper, the slips shuffled, and two or more slips drawn with the restriction that no two passages should contain the same material. The passages may be as short as a paragraph or as long as seems to make a convenient test. (A 250 to 300 word test fits nicely on one sheet of paper.) But each sample should be a length of continuous text, and it should begin at the beginning of a paragraph. The samples need not be of exactly identical length since the evaluator will be working with percentage scores.

Selecting the Students: The students to whom the tests are given should be either the entire population who will use the book or a sample of students who are truly representative of that population. A good sample of students can be obtained by randomly drawing one or more students from every classroom in which the book will be used or by numbering the students in the population and randomly drawing the required number of students.

Administering the Tests: For practical reasons, it is seldom desirable to give all the tests to every student. It is perfectly permissible to break the group up into subgroups and administer a fraction of the tests to each subgroup. But the selection of subgroups should be done by a random method to avoid biasing the means of the individual tests.

Analyzing the Results: The analysis of students' scores begins by converting each score on each passage separately into a percentage score. A useful analysis is to determine what proportion of the scores were 44 percent or larger. This provides a measure of the proportion of students from whom the book, as a whole, is or is not suitable. Another analysis is to calculate this proportion of scores but to calculate it separately for each passage and for each section. When a frequency distribution is made of these proportions or when their standard deviation is calculated, the evaluator obtains a measure of how variable the different sections of the book are in difficulty. The evaluator can also plot a graph of the section difficulties to determine how the difficulty changes across sections, but for this purpose it is best to calculate the means and plot them.

Comparing Alternative Texts: If the evaluator has some training in statistics or has access to a consultant who is competent in these matters, it is possible to compare texts and even compare two or more textbook series. Using an analysis of variance and a carefully designed procedure for selecting the sample passages from each text or series it is possible to find out if texts differ in difficulty, if the texts differ in the variability of their difficulty, and if the texts increase systematically in difficulty as they proceed from section to section and text to text.

Assigning a Grade Placement to a Text: Often it is not possible to administer the close readability test to a representative sample of the students who will use it. And even if it is possible to do so within one school system, the results are seldom generalizable to other school systems. Consequently, it may be desirable to express the text's difficulty in a more generally useful form, as a grade placement. When a grade placement number is attached to a book, it can be interpreted as the average level of reading achievement attained by children who are able to read the book at the minimum level of comprehension.

The method is fairly simple, but it requires having a reading achievement grade placement score on each student and it
requires some amount of calculation. The grade placement score is first correlated with the student’s cloze readability percentage score. Then, using the common regression prediction formula, the evaluator calculates the reading grade placement score that is comparable to a score of 44 percent on the cloze readability test. This is the number assigned as the grade placement of the material. It can be calculated either for each passage in the text or for the text as a whole. The grade placement number is then useful to teachers in other schools, who, if they use the same reading achievement test, can calculate the proportion of their students who will be able to understand the text at a minimum level of competence by counting the number of students who have reading achievement scores falling above the grade placement number assigned to the text.

Concluding Remarks

Educators have long felt the need to adapt instruction to the individual differences among their students but their efforts to do so have often been hampered by the absence of practical procedures for attaining this objective. An important way to adjust instruction is to place in each child’s hands materials having a level of difficulty that is appropriate to his level of reading skill. The cloze readability procedure provides several devices to help accomplish this objective.
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